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The Problem: the Contemporary Self is Empty,
often Narcissistic and Self-deceptive
“The Empty self is filled up with consumer goods, calories, experiences, romantic partners
and empathetic therapists. It exhibits a significant absence of community, tradition and
shared meaning - a lack of personal convivtion and worth, and it embodies these absences as
a chronic, undifferentiated emotional hunger.”
- Philip Cushman
As Martin Luther King Jr. once said, “The richer we have become materially, the poorer we
become morally and spiritually, we have learned to fly in the air like birds and swim in the sea like
fish, but we have not learned the simple art of living together as brothers.”
"For everyone who does evil hates the Light, and does not come to the Light for fear that his
deeds will be exposed.” - John 3:20
According to M. Scott Peck, “The evil are the „people of the lie,‟ deceiving others as they also
build layer upon layer of self-deception… The central defect of evil is not the sin, but the refusal to
acknowledge it… all sins are reparable except the sin of believing one is without sin.” Peck refers to
scapegoating, hiding, and covertness as endemic to this phenomenon. The fear of self-criticism is as
potent as death and is dealt with, as Cushman and Lasch have observed, through narcissistic pursuits
involving inordinate individualism, infantile craving for instant gratification, intellectually passive, and
with a primary agenda of being amused and entertained.
CS Lewis refers to this phenomenon as “Men Without Chests” in his groundbreaking book The
Abolition of Man. “When all that says „it is good‟ has been debunked, what says „I want‟ remains. My
point is that those who stand outside of all judgments of value cannot have any ground for preferring
one of their own impulses to another except the emotional strength of that impulse”( p. 73). So if there
is a moral law, there exists a moral law-giver, and if there is no God, then as Dostoevsky said, “all
things are permissible.”

Relevance: It is necessary to diagnose properly before treating. If we cannot
understand the core problem, we cannot begin to address healing. Further,
“religious” categories must be invoked to do this. For evil to be identified as
real, there must be a transcendent standard of Good. Evil is understood as a
departure from this objective standard, rather than a matter of social
construction or mere opinion.

Human Nature: The Recalcitrant Imago Dei
“God created humankind in his image, in the image of God he created them; male and female he
created them.” - Genesis 1:26-27 (NRSV)
The implications of humankind being made in the image of God are: it establishes the fundamental
dignity of worth, equality, and original goodness and righteousness of human nature, and that
humanity has the capacity to relate to and partake in the life of God.
These aspects of our nature are unavoidably moral categories and cannot be eliminated or reduced
without causing significant social and personal upheaval. The most elementary theological truth is
“God is Good.” Secondarily, we too are good ,but also fallen, and must retain moral concepts as
knowledge of reality or we will get it wrong and fail to flourish.
According to the ancients, happiness is a life well-lived, a life of virtue and character that manifests
wisdom, excellence, kindness and goodness. Such a life includes a deep sense of well-being.
Further, acknowledging our nature means acknowledging God from whom it springs. “For since the
creation of the world His invisible attributes, His eternal power and divine nature, have been clearly
seen, being understood through what has been made, so that they are without excuse” (Ro 1:20).
When we admit God and his moral nature are imbedded in us, we may then learn to know and
continue to nurture the true hope that someone is there to catch us, intervene and answer specific
prayers. This is a God who “shows up,” who will step in at crucial moments to rescue his creatures.
This is in great contrast to mere “pleasurable satisfaction,” as described above.

God's grace is necessary to restore and heal our weakened free will. Individual sin is a
perversity of the will, turning away from God, from that which will bring us happiness. It is
a form of bondage, keeping us from that which will bring us happiness.
Relevance: Human beings are intrinsically, unavoidably “moral” entities, and the
attempt to ground (or justify) objective morality, apart from God who is the source of
them, has failed - especially in Scientific Naturalism. For example, a universe
consisting of only matter and energy cannot produce a concept such as
“pricelessness.” If humankinds’ telos, our ultimate purpose, is bound up in moral and
ethical value, then to flourish we must address this facet of ourselves. We must
choose to become virtuous in order to become happy.

The Good Life According to Positive Psychology:
“Curing the negatives does not produce the positives.” - Martin Seligman, PhD
There is a general consensus n Positive Psychology that these are necessary (in varying degrees):
• More positive than negative affect
• Satisfaction with life as it is lived
• Hope for the future
• Gratitude about the past
• Identification of what one does well
• Use of talents and strengths in engaging and fulfilling pursuits
• Close relationships with other people
• Meaningful participation in groups and organizations
• Finally – safety and health
*A Primer in Positive Psychology (Christopher Peterson, p. 307-308)

The Value of Positive Psychology: Pro and Con
“The Human Good is activity of soul in accordance with virtue.” - Aristotle
Happiness is often defined as a state of being characterized by (among other things)
contentment, love, satisfaction, pleasure, and joy. Many philosophical, religious, psychological and
biological thinkers define and source happiness in terms of living a good life, or flourishing, rather than
simply as an emotion or as pleasurable sensation. Happiness in this sense refers to (in the Greek),
eudaimonia, and is still used in virtue ethics.
Eudaimonia, or happiness in the classical sense - that is, happiness with and through virtue.
Positive psychology endorses this approach and is therefore a refreshing counter to the insipid, cold
scientism often found in modern psychological contexts.
An explicit measure of happiness presents complex challenges, but researchers have developed
tools such as The Oxford Happiness Questionnaire ( ). Some theoretical models in positive psychology
describe happiness as consisting of positive emotions and positive activities, and may describe three
specific kinds of happiness: pleasure, engagement, and meaning ( ).
Research has identified a number of attributes that correlate with happiness: relationships and
social interaction, extraversion, optimism, religious involvement, marital status, health, employment,
income, democratic freedom, and proximity to other happy people ( ).
The ability of Positive Psychology to offer a substantial improvement to the human condition
depends, it turns out, not so much on its provision of virtues and standards by which to achieve the
happy or good life, but instead more fundamentally on its ability to provide metaphysical and
epistemological foundations for the existence and value of these virtues and standards. That is to say,
Positive Psychology may offer various proposals regarding the pursuit of happiness, virtue, positive
emotion and so forth, but the more basic question is: If these exist, as most will admit they do, then how
are they grounded? What is the foundation, the substructure, the underpinning? Is there any bedrock or is
virtue an edifice built on sand or air?
Apart from the logical necessity of discovering the foundation (and thereby having a basis for
any given claim) AND apart from the obvious intellectual responsibility we have to base our beliefs on
evidence and good reasons, there is also an affective and experiential component to the search, or lack
thereof, for truth and for foundations. For example, we may notice that in everyday existence, however
we may try, we find it nearly insurmountably difficult to adopt and live by behavioral, pragmatic
concerns if we do not, or cannot, imagine or conceive of any substantial foundation or cornerstone for
them. There must be a point-of-departure, a place at bottom where the buck stops. This is why First
Philosophy (arriving at the basis for all subsequent thought) was always encouraged by philosophers
through the centuries. First principles must be arrived at or the search for truth becomes a farce and we
are, epistemologically, positioned precariously with our feet “firmly planted in mid-air.” This is why the
love of and pursuit of truth is so critical to the good life and cannot ever be separated from it.

Relevance: Value is rooted in reality. The Good Life (happiness, flourishing)
is grounded in human nature and that is grounded in God’s nature, which is
irreducibly moral. Therefore any system proposing to make us happy or help
us flourish, must take account of the essential foundation for virtue, namely
what God has made us for (teleology) and how to get happiness (pursuit of
virtue).

Christian Epistemological Foundations (Theistic Realism)

The Centrality of Ontology and Epistemology:
Truth or Relativism?
"God designed the human machine to run on Himself. He Himself is the fuel our spirits were
designed to burn, the food our spirits were designed to feed on. There is no other. That is
why it is just no good asking God to make us happy in our own way without bothering
about religion. God cannot give us a happiness and peace apart from Himself, because it is
not there. There is no such thing."
- CS Lewis, from Mere Christianity
"A great many of those who 'debunk' traditional...values have in the background values of their
own which they believe to be immune from the debunking process… if we are to have
values at all we must accept the ultimate platitudes of Practical Reason as having absolute
validity..."
- CS Lewis, from The Abolition of Man
“We laugh at honor, and then are shocked to find traitors in our midst…”
- CS Lewis, from The Abolition of Man
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The loss of belief in the nature of, reality of, and value of truth is at the center of most
of our cultural and individual crises in the contemporary west. Happiness is, at bottom, a
battle over epistemology - Who has the right to define what counts as knowledge, and in
this case particularly in the area of happiness? One must believe that truth can be
discovered or the search for happiness, as the search for anything else, is futile. But many
do not believe there are any objective truths at all (except of course the absurd “truth” that
no truth exists), and this epistemological nihilism cannot contribute to the discovery of
happiness because it will be a fluid, not a static concept. The “center will not hold.”
It is like saying, “There are no absolute truths, and here‟s one,” or “there is no such
thing as „right and wrong, but be good.”
The pursuit of the good life, of happiness, and human flourishing in general, depends
for its inception and proliferation, primarily upon an a priori attitude of belief in and
respect for truth. This is why moral and epistemological and ethical relativism have such a
corrosive, decaying effect on modern life and all of its minor constituents. It renders
happiness just whatever individuals say it is, for them.
So, the pivotal, preliminary question, which cannot be divorced from either ontology or
epistemology is this: Can Positive Psychology provide a model, epistemic and ontological
foundation especially of human nature, upon which to base it’s views of virtue, strength etc?
If NOT, then what is the value of its assertions beyond the so-called social construction of
truth theories? How are virtues and strengths grounded? To what are they anchored? This is
tantamount to asking, where did they come from? This is an example of the value of
philosophy for psychology, the process of addressing a priori, preliminarily, precursory the first philosophy, first principles, first things. If there is no foundation, then the house
cannot stand. If there is no truth, then there is no happiness (Mt 7:26).
Relevance: Knowledge (of happiness or anything else) involves truth or
accuracy of representation based upon adequate evidence or insight. True
knowledge (but not mere belief, commitment or preference) confers on its
possessor an authority, right, responsibility to act, establish policy, and teach
others about the Good Life (flourishing, happiness). Finally, denial of
absolute truth is self-refuting and establishes a new (self nullifying) absolute.

"Thou hast made us for thyself, and restless is our heart until it comes to rest in thee."
- St. Augustine
This is why the Christian worldview has so much to offer, because not only does it provide
an epistemological and metaphysical foundation for reality, it endorses a love of truth in general
and an encouragement to pursue the investigation of that reality, mainly to love truth and seek it at
all costs.
“The paradox of contemporary happiness is that the more we try to get it, the less of it we
have. The best way to be happy in the contemporary sense is to forget about it and focus on living
for Christ and becoming a good person. We will gain more pleasure doing that than if we make
pleasure itself a direct, long-term goal,” says JP Moreland, Philosopher of Religion at Biola
University.
Furthermore, in doing so (that is – in the very process and act of loving truth more than
anything else, happiness materializes as a by-product). Happiness is supervenient upon these other
practices and virtues. It is an emergent, secondary property, arising from more primary
prerogatives and beliefs, which are inevitably epistemological in nature. This is why the founder,
Jesus Christ, promises both freedom and enlightenment, ergo happiness. (these are 2 primary
elements of happiness according to the Bible). Christ says that “if you abide in my words\” 1 –
You shall know the truth and 2 – the truth shall make you free. Abiding comes first, then
knowledge of the truth and freedom.

Christ the Exemplar
Jesus is the exemplar, the model to whom we may look, in order to apply not only the disciplines of
happiness, but the prior, more essential intellectual virtues and disciplines. This involves first being or
becoming the sort of person who cares about truth, even to his own detriment, real or apparent. We may
study Christ‟s life, his thoughts, his words, his actions, indeed his very self, for a working model for how to
live a happy life, the good life we have been seeking all these centuries. “Anyone who wants to come to him
must believe that God exists and that he rewards those who sincerely seek him” (Heb. 11:6).
It is important to note that Christ does not promise positive emotion, per se, as does Positive
Psychology in general. Positive emotion may not, on his view, be a necessary, and certainly are not a
sufficient, condition for living the good life, or for happiness. (I should admit that here I use the two terms
rather interchangeably. So happiness and the good life are one and the same for my purposes here).

Relevance: Virtue formation is grounded in Christian ethics. This does not mean
“the athiest can’t be good.” However, it means, though he be good, he cannot
produce a foundation for right and wrong, and has no reason beyond social value
for being good.

Virtue Ethics and Positive Psychology
“Aim at heaven, and you will get earth thrown in; aim at earth, and you will get neither” – CS Lewis

Virtues are human excellences or character strengths that make it possible for individuals to
flourish as human beings. Virtue ethics refers to the contemporary appropriation of Aristotle's
account of virtue and the good life. The core idea is the concept of eudaimonia, sometimes translated
as happiness, but better rendered as flourishing. Virtue Ethics focuses on the overall purpose of life,
which is to live well and achieve excellence and skill as a human person. Flourishing is the ultimate
human good because it is the only aim sought solely for its own sake, not for the sake of any other
end. Virtue is an intrinsic good, not merely an instrumental good. As the old saying goes, “Virtue is
its own reward.”
Seligman does not acknowledge this overall foundation or human telos (that which we are made
for, our ultimate purpose or end) but Christians can endorse positive psychology, so long as it is
recognized that there is an underlying reason or purpose (a teleology made by God) behind
becoming virtuous. Moreover, becoming virtuous is not undertaken merely as an instrument to attain
the end of happiness. Instead virtue is viewed as its own end, and happiness as secondarily important.
Happiness will follow (in the classic sense of well-being, not in the modern sense of felt pleasure), as
Jesus taught in the Sermon on the Mount. It is better to BE good than to FEEL good, ultimately. But
both are indeed possible.
A flourishing life is characterized by actions consistently and cumulatively undertaken for the sake
of worthwhile ends. Flourishing is not an episodic experience, but a matter of the way that one's life
shapes up as a whole over time. It is integrally rooted in a holistic vision of a rich and meaningful life
and of ideal human flourishing. Given an understanding of God‟s intended purpose for human life,
an ethics built around virtue is interested in first clarifying, then developing and nurturing “being a
good person.” This character development must be rooted first in an overarching vision of life in the
Kingdom of God as He intended it to be lived. Ultimately, it means laying up treatwure in heaven
rather than trasure on the earth.
Relevance: Positive Psychology acknowledges that the formation of a good person also
contributes to the happiness of the person, though does not consider it necessary the same
way Jesus did. But in both Virtue Ethics and Positive Psychology, the attaining of happiness
is predicated on first becoming good. Positive psychology provides the happiness side, virtue
ethics provides the goodness part, theism (especially the teachings of Jesus and the
Apostles) provides the epistemological and metaphysical foundation for knowledge of, and an
ethic of, goodness. Living in the word of Christ is the path.

